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Abstract
The radicals produced by hydrogen abstraction in the initial fuel decomposition step are essential
in combustion kinetics, but their experimental detection is very challenging. Imaging
photoelectron photoion coincidence spectroscopy enables the detection and identification of even
these isomeric radicals. Laminar low-pressure (40 mbar) hydrogen flames doped with different
alkanes and alkenes are investigated systematically with the goal to identify the formation
pathways and the fate of fuel radicals formed in hydrogen abstraction reactions. The abstraction
reactions of primary, secondary, tertiary, and vinylic H atoms were never target of a systematic,
direct semiquantitative investigation in a flame environment and this paper describes such a study
for the first time. Performing the measurements at the vacuum ultraviolet beamline located at the
Swiss Light Source enables isomer-selective detection of reactive radical species by imaging
photoelectron photoion coincidence spectroscopy. For unambiguous identification of several
isomeric radicals, threshold photoelectron spectra were compared with reference photoelectron
spectra. H-abstraction ratios of isomeric radicals were determined and compared to literature
reaction barriers and rate coefficients. In addition to the quantitative information, the peak
positions of the profiles of radicals formed by hydrogen abstraction or addition to the fuel
molecules as function of distance from the burner show faster H-abstraction for unbranched
alkanes and alkenes than for branched fuels and faster H-addition than H-abstraction,
respectively.
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1. Introduction
A key reaction most decomposition processes in pyrolysis as well as in combustion of
hydrocarbons is the abstraction of a H atom (referred to as H-abstraction) by small radicals like
O, OH, and H forming a radical (i.e., fuel radicals in the following). In particular, the initial fuel
destruction steps in laminar low-pressure flames are dominated by these H-abstraction reactions
[1] and are important for ignition processes [2-4]. Because the following reaction steps are highly
dependent on the type of the formed radicals, the knowledge on H-abstraction pathways is
essential for understanding and predicting combustion properties. The following reaction steps
are dominated by oxygen addition, to form oxygenated species like alcohols, aldehydes, ethers
etc., and further decomposition steps like abstraction of H atoms or hydrocarbons.
H-abstraction reactions of different hydrocarbons were the focus of several theoretical [5-10] and
experimental studies [11-18]. Khaled et al. have investigated the reactions of linear alkenes [11]
and i-butene [12] with OH radicals in shock tubes and showed that the reaction rate coefficients
are dependent on the chain length and the position of the double bond, that is, the constitutional
isomer. For example, the formation of the 2-methylallyl radical from i-butene is the dominating
reaction channel. Zhou et al. presented in their study on i-butene [13] that the reactivity of the
different abstraction reactants, such as H, O, OH, and CH3 radicals, is mainly governed by the
temperature. On the other hand, Li et al. investigated the oxidation process of 1-butene [14] by
measuring ignition delay times and developed a chemical kinetic mechanism based on previous
2-butene [19] and i-butene [13] models. Zhang et al. used mass spectrometry [15] to investigate
the pyrolysis of the butene isomers and found by reaction flux analysis that the decomposition of
i-butene mainly proceeds through the 2-methylallyl radical via H-abstraction by small radicals.
For the decomposition of 1-butene, fuel radicals formed by H-abstraction are not as relevant as
the direct unimolecular scission of a CH3 group in high-temperature environments [15]. Manion
et al. [16] investigated H-abstraction reactions of n-alkanes by H and CH3 radicals and showed a
strong temperature dependence of the ratio between primary and secondary H-abstractions. The Habstraction by CH3 radicals from ethane was the target of the investigations by Möller et al. [17],
while the decomposition of butane isomers by H radicals was investigated by Peukert et al. [18]
in a shock tube study.
Complementary to the experimental studies, some theoretical investigations on H-abstractions are
available. Extensive studies of these reactions at different alkane H sites were performed by
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Carstensen et al. [7] and Badra et al. [8]. A purely theoretical investigation on H-abstraction
barriers of different alkanes by O(3P) was published by Troya who came to the conclusion that
the H-abstraction barrier in (O + acyclic alkanes) reactions decreases in the following order:
primary > secondary > tertiary, without being affected by the chain length [6]. Siddique et al.
recently presented a theoretical study on the H-abstraction by amine radicals (NH2) for a broad
range of different hydrocarbons and obtained rate constants and standard enthalpies of activation
[5].
While most of the experimental investigations on H-abstraction reactions in butanes and butenes
were carried out using shock tubes [11-14, 16-18, 20-25], direct measurements of radical species
in flame environments are still a challenging task. Schenk et al. [26], Dias et al. [27], and Oßwald
et al. [28] reported molecular-beam mass spectrometric work on low-pressure, premixed, flat
flames of the different butene and butane isomers. In situ flame-sampling mass spectrometric
studies are one method of recording mole fraction profiles of several species in a flame
environment, but the previous studies did not clearly identify isomeric compounds. Here, we
present a detailed experimental study of H-abstraction reactions using the imaging photoelectron
photoion coincidence spectroscopy (iPEPICO) endstation at the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
beamline of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) located at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). This
analytical method is highly adequate for investigation of combustion processes in low-pressure
flames [29-32]. In particular, the capability to identify reactive intermediates, such as radicals,
isomer-selectively by photoion mass-selected threshold photoelectron spectra (ms-TPES) has
proven to be useful when sampling from reactive environments (e.g., pyrolysis, photolysis, or
catalytic reactors [33, 34]), even though scanning the photon energy is time consuming and the
mass resolution of the instrument is limited compared to other mass spectrometric systems [35].
In this work, the iPEPICO setup is used to investigate the abstraction of chemically different
hydrogen atoms from the hydrocarbon fuels in low-pressure hydrogen flames doped with the
different alkanes and alkenes. Ethane, n-butane and i-butane were specifically targeted in a
systematic approach to investigate the hydrogen atom abstraction of primary, secondary, and
tertiary hydrogen atoms. In addition, 1-butene, i-butene, and tetramethylethylene were chosen to
evaluate the abstraction of allylic and vinylic hydrogen atoms. This set of fuels allows for
comparison of different reaction pathways and enables a systematic experimental approach by
measuring, identifying, and quantifying the fuel radicals in low-pressure flames. Hydrogen was
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chosen as base fuel to provide sufficient H atoms as well as OH radicals and to increase the role
of hydrogen abstraction or addition in the fuel destruction pathways.
2. Experimental
Detailed information about the iPEPICO setup used in this study is available in the literature [36]
and the coupling to the flame experiment has been described in [29]. In brief, a premixed
McKenna-type flat-flame burner with a 6 cm diameter bronze matrix was installed in a lowpressure (40 mbar) flame chamber. The gas sample was withdrawn from the flame at the
centerline of the burner by a quartz nozzle. The distance between burner and nozzle tip was
varied with a stepper motor to record spatial species profiles.
A molecular beam is formed at the nozzle and passes through a nickel skimmer. Due to the rapid
expansion in the molecular beam, reactions are quenched immediately, and the detection of
reactive species is possible. A schematic of this low-pressure flame setup is shown in the
supplemental material. The pressures are 10-4 mbar in the first pumping stage and 10-6 mbar in
the ionization chamber. Ionization of the flame-sampled molecules was performed by tunable
VUV synchrotron radiation in the range of 60–250 nm (5–21 eV) at a resolving power of
E/ΔE = 1500, as provided by a 150 lines mm-1 grating. Higher harmonic radiation was absorbed
by a gas filter (Ne or Ar/Kr) or a MgF2 window depending on the actual photon energy.
Ions and electrons are detected in delayed coincidence using velocity map imaging and time-offlight mass spectrometry. A multistart-multistop [37] approach was applied to correlate electrons
and ions. Species are identified at a constant burner position, while the photon energy was
scanned over the ionization threshold of interest and photoelectrons and photoions are recorded in
coincidence. Electrons without kinetic energy hit the center of the detector. Electrons with kinetic
energies are imaged as concentric rings with increasing diameter for ionization events with
increasing difference between photon energy and ionization threshold. Electrons with more than
1 eV kinetic energy are not detectable. This causes a non-linear electron loss effect, which must
be corrected or only measurements below 1 eV above the ionization threshold can be used for
quantitative

evaluation

based

on

literature

ionization

cross

sections.

Mass-selected

photoionization efficiency (PIE) spectra (not shown in this work) or threshold photoelectron
spectra (ms-TPES) (near zero kinetic energy; Ekin > 30 meV) with a resolution of better than
5 meV, which is superior to conventional ultraviolet photoelectron spectra (UPS), were obtained
by selecting the electron signal measured in coincidence with the ions in the m/z range of interest.
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The mass separation of the photoions was performed by time-of-flight (TOF) analysis with a
mass resolution of m/Δm = 300. Quantitative evaluation of species concentrations or mole
fractions is based on the ion signal (for a specific m/z) recorded at specific photon energies in
coincidence with all detectable electrons. Spatial species profiles are measured as a function of
the distance between the sampling nozzle and the burner surface, also known as height above
burner (HAB), with constant photon energy. Photon energies were chosen so that no electron
losses had to be considered for the profiles shown in this work.
Hydrogen flames were doped with the respective hydrocarbon fuels and had the same
stoichiometry of Φ = 1.25. Conditions were chosen to keep the carbon flow, the stoichiometry,
and the C/H/O ratio constant. Because of the almost identical reaction enthalpy of the reactant
mixture, the flame temperature is expected to be similar for all flames. Calibrated mass flow
controllers metered the gas flows with an absolute uncertainty of ± 5%. The pressure in the
burner chamber was set to 40 mbar for all flames and controlled by a throttle valve with an
accuracy of ± 0.1 mbar. The investigated flame conditions are summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Inlet conditions of the measured flames. sccm: standard cubic centimeter per minute
(1013 mbar, 273 K)
H2 [sccm]

O2 [sccm]

Ar [sccm]

Fuel [sccm]

n-butane

1700

1200

1000

100

i-butane

1700

1200

1000

100

1-butene

1800

1200

1000

100

i-butene

1800

1200

1000

100

ethane

1600

1200

1000

200

tetramethylethylene

1800

1200

1000

67
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3. Data analysis
Quantitative data analysis follows previous works of Oßwald [29] and Cool [38]. Ion signals of
interest are integrated over a single (nominal) m/z ratio. For ms-TPES, the ions are restricted to
coincidences with threshold electrons. Because energetic electrons are not considered in msTPES measurements, long integration times of up to 600 seconds per energy step may be
necessary. For spatial profiles, the total ion signal of the respective mass is used. Depending on
photon energy, integration times for these so-called burner scans vary between 30 s and 300 s for
scans at 16 eV and 9 eV, respectively. Major species are calculated by internal calibration [29].
The exhaust gas composition is calculated based on the C, H, and O balance and the
photoionization cross sections of CO and CO2. This exhaust gas composition can be used with
the measured ion signal profiles to determine mole fraction profiles. Note that the element
balance is generated including Ar, all reactants, major products, and the radicals O, H, and OH
obtained by partial thermodynamic equilibria. All other mole fractions (xi) are evaluated from the
ion signal (Si). Specific scan factors c(E) are used to account for systematic changes of the
systems response at the given energy and to link the measured signal to argon as reference
species (xAr, SAr) originating from a 16 eV burner scan.
(1)

xi

xAr

=

Si (E)

SAr

∙
�16 eV�

(2) 𝑐𝑐(𝐸𝐸) =

σAr �16 eV�

with

σi (E)

𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 (𝐸𝐸)∙𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 (𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 )
𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 (𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 )∙𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 (𝐸𝐸)

1

∙ c(E

fuel )

1

∙ c(E)

∙ 𝑐𝑐(𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 )

Here, σi(E) is the ionization cross section for the species i and the photon energy E and j is a
calibration species that has no signal loss due to the electron detector energy limit in the photon
energy range between E and ER. A list of photon energies, for which spatial profiles were
recorded, and the species used for determination of the scan factors are given in the supplemental
material. Several experimental parameters are combined to the scan factor c(E) (VUV-beam
intensity, detection efficiencies, integration time etc.), which has to be derived step by step for all
measured energies using equation (2). ER is the photon energy of the c(E) derived before. The
initial scan factor c(Efuel), used for the quantification of the fuel (e.g. 12.3 eV for ethane) and
consequently the first value for c(ER), was determined using the known mole fractions for the
fuel and Ar from the major species quantification and Eq. 1 with E = Efuel and c(E) = 1. For the
butenes, ethane, and tetramethylethylene, measurements of a known mixture of calibration
species were performed for a broad range of energies and the signal ratios between two energies
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were used instead of the literature ionization cross sections for the determination of the scan
factors to reduce the uncertainties of the use of literature ionization cross sections for these
species. These calibration measurements reduce the impact of device-specific features like the
electron loss effect.
The resulting uncertainties in the mole fractions are primarily caused by the photoionization cross
sections and are dependent on the number of scan factors used in the calculation. The uncertainty
in cross sections reported in the literature is usually below 30%. We estimate that our calibration
measurements have similar uncertainty, which leads to approximately 30% uncertainty of directly
calibrated mole fractions. In general, we estimate the uncertainties of the major species to about
10% and of the intermediates with known ionization cross section to about 30-60%. Other
sources of uncertainty like false coincidences and uncertainties in the gas flows can be neglected.
Since no photoionization cross sections are known for the fuel radicals discussed below, the
absolute mole fractions are associated with enhanced uncertainties (up to a factor of 10). For the
branching ratios, we assume significantly smaller uncertainties. The reason is the assumption and
use of equal ionization cross sections for the radicals and relative errors between the radicals can
be expected to be small enough for the present analysis. Based on the observations of Koizumi it
is very likely that the ionization cross sections of two radicals will have the same magnitude.
Independent of the absolute values of the ionization cross sections (here assumed to be 10 Mb)
the ratios will have a higher confidence. A relative comparison of the profile shapes is still
instructive as shown below and the order of magnitude of the mole fractions will be correct. In
general, for species with unknown ionization cross sections, a value of 10 Mb was estimated.
Koizumi has estimated equal ionization cross sections of 10 Mb as a typical photoionization cross
section value for organic compounds at photon energies of 0.5 eV to 1 eV above the adiabatic
ionization threshold [39]. The fuel radical mole fraction profiles reported here were measured at
photon energies of 0.5 eV to 0.7 eV above the adiabatic ionization threshold close to the first
vertical ionization threshold. Using the first vertical ionization threshold enables a better
separation of isomers with adiabatic ionization threshold differences below 1 eV, than a fix value
above the adiabatic threshold.
Kinetic modeling, when used for interpretation for the experimental data, was performed ö [40]
with the kinetic mechanism AramcoMech 2.0 for combustion of H2/CO/C1-C4 compounds from
the Combustion Chemistry Centre in NUI Galway [19]. This combustion mechanism is well6

validated and can predict the decomposition and destruction pathways of branched and
unbranched C1-C4 fuels in flames. Introduction of the sampling nozzle disturbs the flame, for
example, by lowering the temperature [41], by sucking gases from different positions in the flame
[42], and by blocking diffusion pathways. The effect on the temperature change on the signal
strength can be obtained from the pressure gradient in the ionization chamber (pion) during a
burner scan, which reflects the sampling rate and consequently the temperature in the flame in the
presence of the nozzle. The relation between the pressure and the temperature is given by [43]:
𝑝𝑝ion

𝛾𝛾
2 𝑍𝑍
(𝛾𝛾 + 1)
≈ 𝐶𝐶 ∙ �
∙�
� with 𝑍𝑍 =
�
2 ∙ (𝛾𝛾 − 1)
𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝑇𝑇 𝛾𝛾 + 1

� the mean molecular weight, and C an apparatus
where γ is the adiabatic index (Cp/Cv), 𝑀𝑀
constant, which is determined by thermocouple exhaust gas temperature measurements. The

exhaust gas temperature was 1600 K in the n-butane-doped flame. The resulting perturbed
temperature profile is given in the supplemental material. The temperature profile/exhaust gas
temperature is identical for all flames and we used this temperature profile in all simulations.

4. Results and discussion
The following section has three parts: First, it is confirmed that the main species of flames with
different dopants are identical and that they can be reproduced by simulations. Second, the
different fuel radicals are identified and quantified. Finally, the fuel radical formation is discussed
and compared to reaction barriers and reaction rate coefficients.
4.1.Major species and flame validation
Six low-pressure hydrogen flames doped with several hydrocarbons have been investigated using
the iPEPICO flame setup. Figure 1 shows the major species profiles of the i-butene- (left) and
n-butane-doped H2 flames (right) as examples to demonstrate the quality of the measured data by
comparison with initial model predictions. The major species profiles are almost identical for all
flames as shown in Fig. 1 for i-butene and n-butane as examples for two of the investigated
substance classes. These similarities prove the concept of getting comparable flame conditions by
using equivalent element composition. The observation is consistent with temperature
measurements that yield almost identical exhaust gas temperatures for the ethylene and the
n-butane-doped flames. The major species profiles are in reasonable to good agreement with the
initial predictions of the AramcoMech 2.0 kinetic model [19]. There are some discrepancies very
7

close to the burner surface, which can be caused by nozzle perturbation. In the simulation, the
peak position is predicted at smaller distances, which may be a temperature effect. In addition,
the distortion of the flame by the sampling probe is particularly high for small burner-probe
distances. The largest deviations are seen in all investigated flames between the hydrogen signal
and the corresponding model predictions in the region near the burner. These discrepancies might
also be related to the high diffusion rate of hydrogen.

Fig. 1. Major species profiles in the i-butene- (left) and n-butane-doped (right) H2 flames versus
the height above the burner (HAB) in comparison with the model predictions of the AramcoMech
2.0 mechanism [19].
Because these data demonstrate that the characteristics of the flame system are in agreement with
the tested mechanism, the experimental setup and conditions are regarded as suitable for the
investigation on fuel radicals.
4.2. Fuel radical identification
The initial H-abstraction reaction and the formation of the respective radical species is the focus
of this study. While ethane and tetramethylethylene can just form one radical isomer by the
abstraction of a primary or allylic hydrogen atom, the hydrogens in both butanes and butenes are
not equivalent and can yield at least two different isomeric fuel radicals each. All fuel radicals of
the butanes and butenes are also subject to intramolecular transfer of a methyl group, which was
8

suggested by different researchers [15, 20, 26]. Figure 2 shows the H-abstraction pathways and
the possible resonance structures as well as the rearrangement reactions for all investigated
hydrocarbons. The resulting radical species (C4H9 m/z = 57 and C4H7 m/z = 55, respectively) are
confirmed by the ms-TPE spectra in Fig. 3, taken in hydrogen flames doped with n-butane, ibutane, i-butene, and 1-butene.

Fig. 2. Observed reaction pathways of different H-abstraction pathways for the investigated
butane and butene isomers as well as possible rearrangement reactions.
TPES measured in the flames are compared to reference photoelectron spectra of the expected
radical species [44-46] for assignment of the individual isomers. The ms-TPES measured in the
n-butane flame has an intense peak near 7.5 eV, which can be assigned to the 2-butyl radical,
while the t-butyl radical cannot be observed. Due to the similarity between the PE spectra of
i-butyl and the 1-butyl, the explicit identification of these two radicals is not straightforward.
Although the PES of 1-butyl is in a better agreement with the recorded spectrum, the presence of
the i-butyl radical cannot be excluded but its formation is less likely because it cannot be formed
directly by hydrogen abstraction.

9

Fig. 3. Top: TPE spectra of m/z = 57 (C4H9) from the n-butane- (left, HAB = 0.5 mm) and ibutane-doped (right, HAB = 0.75 mm) flames together with reference PE spectra of 1-butyl [44],
2-butyl [44], i-butyl [44], and t-butyl [45] as well as a measured TPE spectra of t-butyl [33].
Bottom: TPE spectra of m/z = 55 (C4H7) from the i-butene- (left, HAB = 0.75 mm) and 1-butenedoped (right, HAB = 0.5 mm) flames with reference spectra of 2-methylallyl [46], but-1-en-4-yl
[46], and 1-methyllallyl [46] and calculated TPE spectra of 1-methylallyl [47] and 2-methylallyl
[47].
In contrast to the n-butane-doped flame, the i-butane (top right panel) flame spectrum proves the
presence of t-butyl radicals at 7.0 eV clearly. No features corresponding to 2-butyl were observed
near 7.5 eV, clearly indicating lower concentrations of 2-butyl than t-butyl in this flame. The
broad signal peaking at 8.4 eV is in good agreement with the PES of the i-butyl radical. Spectral
features of the linear C4H9 radicals are not present in the spectrum. However, the formation of
2-butyl and 1-butyl radicals via rearrangement cannot be completely excluded in the i-butane
flame due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the data.
The TPE spectrum of the i-butene (bottom right panel) flame shows an intense peak at 8.0 eV,
supporting the idea that 2-methylallyl is the dominating C4H7 isomer in this flame. In addition,
the observed vibrational structure of the measured TPE spectrum is in good agreement with the
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calculated 2-methylallyl TPE spectrum [47]. 1-Methylallyl (E- and Z-isomers) and but-1-en-4-yl
radicals are absent in the i-butene flame. The TPE spectrum of the 1-butene-doped flame (bottom
left panel), on the other hand, shows a large abundance of 1-methylallyl radicals. Note that the
vibrational structure of the TPE spectra does not match well with the calculated reference
spectrum [47], which may indicate different concentrations of the E- and the Z-isomers and a
different temperature of the gas sample. The measured data imply a higher amount of the Eisomer than in the pyrolysis experiment of Lang et al. [47]. The features near 8.5 eV can identify
a small amount of the but-1-en-4-yl radical, while the 2-methylallyl is not formed from 1-butene
in significant amounts. The TPE spectra of m/z = 55 obtained from the butene flames indicate,
like the butane flames TPE spectra, that the direct H-abstraction pathways without rearrangement
reactions are the dominant initial fuel radical formation pathways. In summary, the expected
radicals formed by H-abstraction were identified by TPE spectra but there are no signs for the
vinylic species. The TPE data indicate that rearrangement reactions do not change the overall
radical formation processes significantly. Regarding the signal-to-noise ratios, it has to be
emphasized that the spectra were obtained for radical species with expected mole fractions below
10-5. Time constraints caused by the availability of beam time and the time the flame experiment
can be run in a stable mode (e.g., before gas cylinders need to be replaced) prohibit more
averaging. It should be noted that the flame-sampled species are cooled only to approximately
room temperature [48] due to the poorly developed molecular beam so that deviations of the peak
intensities compared to literature spectra are to be expected.
4.3. H-abstraction pathways
Following the identification of the fuel radicals, mole fraction profiles and the respective
decomposition products of the fuel radicals are measured for the butane, the butene, and the
ethane-doped hydrogen flames. Due to the lack of available literature photoionization cross
sections, the presented mole fractions of the radical species are estimated to be 10 MB at the
vertical ionization threshold. Using this value, the order of magnitude of each profile is expected
to be captured correctly. The relative profile shapes do not depend on cross section and are
particularly valuable for validating the kinetic models. With the assumption of equal
photoionization cross sections at the vertical ionization threshold [39] a ratio between different
fuel radicals in the same flame can be estimated from the peak height of the vertical transition in
the TPE spectra. In the n-butane flame, 1-butyl and 2-butyl radicals are formed in equal amounts,
11

while the mole fraction of the i-butyl radical is a factor of 2.5 larger than the mole fraction of the
t-butyl radical in the i-butane flame. The ratio between 1-methylallyl and but-1-en-4-yl was
determined to be 4:1 in the 1-butene flame and i-butene yields only the 2-methylally radical. The
absolute mole fractions of the radicals with the lower ionization thresholds were calculated in the
conventional way described in section 3 using the total ion signal of the respective mass.
Combined with the mole fraction ratios between different radicals for the position of the energy
scan presented in Fig. 3, the absolute mole fractions of the radicals with the higher ionization
thresholds are accessible.

Fig. 4. Estimated mole fraction profiles of t-butyl (measured at 6.95 eV), i-butyl (8.29 eV), and ibutene (9.15 eV) recorded in the i-butane-doped flame (left side) and mole fraction profiles of the
1-methylallyl (7.59 eV), the but-1-en-4-yl (8.47 eV), and the 1,3-butadiene (9.7 eV) recorded in
the 1-butene-doped flame (right side) using the assumption of an equal ionization cross section
(10Mb) for the radicals.
Figure 4 shows the species profiles of the t-butyl and i-butyl radicals as well as the
decomposition product of both isomers (i-butene) in the i-butane-doped flame (left side) and the
1-methylallyl and but-1-en-4-yl radical as well as one of their decomposition products,
1,3-butadiene, in the 1-butene-doped flame (right side). Keep in mind that the ionization cross
sections for the radicals are estimated and the absolute mole fractions of the radicals are affected
by huge errors (up to a factor of 10). The comparison of isomeric radicals from the same flame to
gather branching ratios is a viable approach nonetheless. For both fuels, the decomposition
products peak later than the related fuel radicals and the curve shapes comply with typical
intermediate profile shapes. The quantification implies that the mole fractions of the stable
12

decomposition products are, in comparison to the corresponding fuel radicals, larger by a factor 3
to 5 for the 1-butene and a factor 100 for the i-butane flame, respectively. On the other hand,
there is a factor of 3 between the mole fractions of i-butyl and t-butyl and a factor of 3 between
the 1-methylallyl and the but-1-en-4-yl radical. The fuel radical mole fraction profiles of the other
flames are not explicitly shown here but in the supplemental material. To compare the various
fuel radicals from different fuels, the type of abstracted H atoms, the resulting radicals, the doped
fuel, the number of removable H atoms, the peak mole fractions (xmax), and the peak mole
fraction per abstractable H atom are summarized in Tab. 2. Normalizing the peak mole fraction to
the number of abstractable H atoms eliminates the dependence on the number of equal H atoms
and thus enables the comparison with H-abstraction barriers.
Table 2. List of all detected fuel radicals with type of abstracted H atom, the name of the radical,
the doped fuel, the number of abstractable H atoms per 4 C atoms of this type, the maximum
mole fraction, and the maximum mole fraction per H atom.
H atom

Radical

Doped fuel

# H atoms xmax

type

xmax

per

H atom

primary

ethyl

ethane

12

9.0∙10-5

7.5∙10-6

primary

1-butyl

n-butane

6

1.7∙10-5

2.8∙10-6

secondary 2-butyl

n-butane

4

1.7∙10-5

4.2∙10-6

primary

i-butyl

i-butane

9

9.6∙10-6

1.1∙10-6

tertiary

t-butyl

i-butane

1

3.2∙10-6

3.2∙10-6

primary

but-1-en-4-yl

1-butene

3

4.6∙10-6

1.5∙10-6

allylic

1-methylallyl

1-butene

2

1.4∙10-5

6.9∙10-6

allylic

2-methylallyl

i-butene

6

2.1∙10-5

3.5∙10-6

allylic

tetramethylethylenyl tetramethylethylene 8

5.8∙10-5

7.3∙10-6

The maximum mole fractions per H atom for the fuel radicals of i-butane exhibit a ratio of i-butyl
to t-butyl of 1:2.9 while for the fuel radicals of n-butane there is a ratio of 1-butyl to 2-butyl of
1:1.5. As expected, the H-abstraction of primary H atoms is slower than of secondary and tertiary
H atoms. Table 3 shows the H atom-normalized mole fraction ratios for the four butyl radicals in
comparison with calculated reaction barriers for the abstraction of H atoms by O radicals
provided by Troya [6] and for H-abstraction by H radicals from Peukert et al [18]. For the
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reaction of n-butane with the O radicals there are no barriers available, so barriers for the
formation of 1-propyl and 2-propyl by reaction of propane with O radicals are used to determine
the ratio between primary and secondary H-abstraction barriers. For the reaction with H radicals,
Peukert et al. distinguished between an in-plane and out-of-plane configuration for the abstraction
of the primary hydrogen atom from the fuel. Here, we only considered the in-plane configuration
because the reaction barriers deviate by less than 4%. The mole fraction ratios are in a qualitative
agreement with the reciprocal calculated reaction barriers. In addition, the reaction barrier ratios
for abstraction from the different sites of the two fuels are almost identical for the O and H atoms.
Table 3. List of literature reaction barriers from [6] and [18] compared to the maximum mole
fraction ratio normalized to the number of H atoms.
H atom Meas.

Rel.

type

xmax per barrier O atom (H reaction barriers

radical

Calc.

reaction Relative

reciprocal Calculated radical

H atom

atom) [kcal/mol]

O atom (H atom)

(O atom)

prim.

1-butyl

1

6.93 (10.07)

1 (1)

1-propyl (1-butyl)

sec.

2-butyl

1.52

4.98 (7.21)

1.39 (1.39)

2-propyl (2-butyl)

prim.

i-butyl

1

6.55 (10.03)

1 (1)

i-butyl (i-butyl)

tert.

t-butyl

3

3.31 (5.11)

1.97 (1.97)

t-butyl (t-butyl)

A qualitative reciprocal correlation can be observed for the radicals formed in the 1-butene flame.
The maximum mole fractions per H atom determined for the resonance-stabilized allylic radical
1-methylallyl is 4.6 times higher than for the primary but-1-en-4-yl radical. The reaction barrier
calculated by Vasau et al. [49] for the abstraction of the allylic H atom from 1-butene by OH
radicals is with 1.59 kcal/mol 2.4 times smaller than for the abstraction of the primary H atom
with 3.84 kcal/mol. The experimental data confirm that inductive (primary vs. secondary vs.
tertiary) and mesomeric (allylic vs. non-resonance-stabilized) effects are not diminished in
systems with very high H, O, and OH radical concentrations. Concluding, the experimental mole
fraction ratios are reflected well in a qualitative way by the reaction barriers, even though the
absolute numbers differ. An explanation for these differences is, that reaction barriers of the Habstraction only affect the formation of the radicals but not the consumption reactions.
Since no experimental evidence for the presence of vinylic radicals was found, a comparison to
the respective reaction barriers is obsolete. The respective vinylic abstraction barrier is with
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8.02 kcal/mol (primary vinyl) and 5.70 kcal/mol (secondary vinyl) about 5 or 3.6 times higher
than for the abstraction leading to the allylic radical. Based on the relationship between reaction
barrier and H-abstraction ratio from above, the absence of vinylic fuel radicals is reasonable
because its mole fraction is most likely below the detection limit of the experiments performed
here.
In the following, we compare the total maximum mole fractions with reaction rate coefficients
from the literature. Notice that only the formation process by H-abstraction is observed and
decomposition reactions are ignored. The fuel radicals peak between 0.25–2 mm and in a
temperature range of 700–900 K (see the temperature profile in the supplemental material). In
this temperature range, the H-abstraction competes with oxygen addition reactions and
unimolecular scission reactions. In the present work, the aim is the abstraction of H atoms.
The two important H-abstraction reactions are the reactions with H and OH radicals, because
these radicals reach mole fractions of 6% (H) and 1% (OH) in the exhaust gas (see Fig. S3 in the
supplemental material) and have comparatively large mole fractions in the flame front. Due to the
fact that reaction rates depend on the rate constants and the concentration of the reactants,
reaction rates for reactions involving both radicals will be high. In the following, the data will be
used to discover and discuss reaction trends.
Figure 5 shows the Arrhenius plots of reaction rate coefficients for the reaction of n-butane and ibutane with H and OH radicals in the temperature range of 500 to 1000 K. For the reaction of nbutane with these radicals, the reaction rate coefficients taken from the AramcoMech 2.0
mechanism [19] and several literature reaction rate coefficients [16, 18, 50-53] a clear preference
for the formation of 2-butyl between 700-900 K. This preference does not reflect the
experimental data in this temperature range, for which a mole fraction ratio between 1-butyl and
2-butyl of 1:1 was observed in the n-butane flame. The experimentally observed mole fraction
ratio of 3:1 between i-butyl and t-butyl radicals in the i-butane flame matches well to the reaction
rate coefficients for the reaction of i-butane with OH radicals but not for the reaction with H
radicals. While the reaction with H radicals predicts a stronger formation of t-butyl, the formation
of i-butyl by OH radicals is predicted as a 1.9 (700K) to 2.4 (900 K) times stronger formation
pathway. This can be a first indication that the reaction with OH radicals has a higher impact than
the reaction with H radicals in the present flame environment. As shown in Fig. S6 in the
supplemental material, the model predictions with the AramcoMech 2.0 indicate a clear
preference of 2-butyl in n-butane and t-butyl in i-butane. The modeling results show the same
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trends as the reaction rates of the H-abstraction by H radicals very well, while the experimental
data is not matched well in terms of the branching ratios.

Fig. 5. Arrhenius plots of reaction rate coefficients for the reaction of n-butane and i-butane with
H and OH radicals in the temperature range of 500 to 1000 K.
For the reaction of 1-butene with the H and OH radicals, only the reaction rate coefficients taken
from the Aramco mechanism are used due to the lack of other reference data. Both, the
experiment (3:1) and the reaction rate coefficients (4:1 for reaction with OH and 2:1 for the
reaction with the H radical) show a clear preference of the resonance-stabilized 1-methylallyl
over the but-1-en-4-yl and are consequently in good agreement with each other. The kinetic
predictions (see Fig. S6 in the supplemental material) show an even higher preference for the
resonance-stabilized butenyl radical.
The reaction of i-butene, ethane, and tetramethylethylene will not be discussed in the same way
in terms of the H-abstraction reaction rates because these fuels can only form one radical per fuel
and no radical ratios are available. In addition, no reaction rates for the H-abstraction of
tetramethylethylene are available. A comparison of the reaction rates, taken from the Aramco
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mechanism for the fuels used here, shows that all reaction rates are on the same order of
magnitude (2.2∙10-13 cm3s-1 up to 2.4∙10-12 cm3s-1 for reaction with H radicals and 2.2∙10-12 cm3s-1
up to 7.4∙10-12 cm3s-1 for the reaction with OH radicals at 800 K) which is consistent with the
similar mole fraction range of the experimental data.
The comparison illustrates that the rate constants in the literature deviate substantially from the
data presented here. This is even true for the discussed trends. On the other hand, it is evident that
the branching ratios for these reactions are reflected in the mole fraction ratios even under flame
conditions. Consequently, the mole fraction ratios reported here are well suited to give some
guidance on the correct trend behavior for branching ratios to be used in modeling and can be
used in addition to evaluate the branching ratios between fuel destruction by hydrogen abstraction
from the fuel and other fuel destruction pathways in future work. A full modeling study would
allow evaluation of the rate coefficient values in the reaction network of a flame but it must be
performed with care and by taking all available experimental and theoretical data on the topic of
branching ratios into account. It was for this reason beyond the scope of this experimental work.
A comparison of the peak positions reveals that the investigated butyl radicals are found at
around 1 mm while their respective decomposition products systematically peak later than the
fuel radicals, which is presented in Fig. 6. For the fuel radicals (Fig. 6 left side), the peak position
depends mainly on the branching level of the fuels carbon backbone. While the 1-butyl and
2-butyl radicals in the n-butane-doped flame peak at the same distance (0.5 mm) both fuel
radicals of the branched i-butane peak at higher distances (i-butyl peaks at 1 mm and t-butyl
peaks at 1.3 mm). This shift in peak position with increasing branching level matches well with
ignition delay time studies, which indicate a higher ignition delay time for i-butane than for nbutane [24, 50], but not with the Aramco mechanism model prediction in which all butyls peak at
1.25 mm and both allylic radicals peak very early at 0.25 mm. They have no influence on the
peak position. The ethyl radical formation in the ethane flame peaks at 2.3 mm, which is at
significantly higher HAB compared to the other radicals, which is in good agreement to the
model predictions. A plausible explanation are lower reaction rates for the H-abstraction from
ethane (5.4∙10-13 cm3s-1 for the reaction with H radicals for 800 K) [19] than from butanes and
butenes (above 1∙10-12 cm3s-1 for the formation of all radicals except but-1-en-4-yl by reaction
with H radicals) [19].
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Fig. 6. Left: Normalized signal of the fuel radicals (1-butyl and 2-butyl from the n-butane-doped
flame, i-butyl and t-butyl from the i-butane-doped flame, and ethyl from the ethane-doped flame).
Right: Normalized signal of the further decomposition products of the fuel radicals.
This finding persists to the direct decomposition products of the respective radicals, which is
presented in Fig. 6 (right): 1-butene and 2-butene are formed in the n-butane-doped flame and ibutene in the i-butane-doped flame. Similar to the radical species, 1-butene and 2-butene peak
closer to the burner (at 1.5 mm) than the decomposition product of the branched i-butane (at
2 mm). Ethylene, as a decomposition product of the ethyl radical, peaks at 2.75 mm. The data
demonstrates that the peak order is conserved for the respective alkene decomposition products.
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Fig. 7. Left: Normalized signal of the H-abstraction radical (1-methylallyl), the H-addition
radicals (1-butyl and 2-butyl), the fuel, and the butane formed by addition of H2 in the 1-butene
flame. Right: Normalized signal of the H-abstraction radical (2-methylallyl), the H-addition
radicals (i-butyl and t-butyl), the fuel, and the butane formed by addition of H2 in the i-butene
flame.
The H-abstraction reactions of the butenes are compared to the addition of H atoms to the double
bond of these butenes. Figure 7 shows the normalized signals of the fuel, the H-abstraction
radicals (allylic radicals), the H-addition radicals (butyl radicals), and the butanes formed by a
second H-addition to both investigated butenes. The data demonstrate that the butyl radicals peak
earlier than the allylic ones and as a result the addition of H atoms is significantly faster than the
abstraction. Thus, the corresponding alkane is formed for both presented fuels. Figure 8 presents
the reaction rate coefficients for the abstraction and the addition of H atoms for 1-butene. A
closer look at the reaction rate coefficients indicates that the H-addition is very important in the
low-temperature range below 700 K but decreases with increasing temperature. This finding
matches with the experimental evidence of fast H-addition at lower HAB and the dominating Habstraction at higher HAB, and could be an explanation for the observation that the fuel radicals
of the unsaturated butenes peak at larger HAB than the butyl radicals in the butane-doped flames.
The simulations shown in the supplemental material indeed do not reflect this trend very well. A
deeper analysis is of great interest, but far beyond the scope of this work.
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Fig. 8. Reaction rate coefficients for the H-abstraction and the H-addition reactions for 1-butene
obtained from the AramcoMech 2.0 mechanism [19].
The H-abstraction follows clear systematics, reflected in the direct measurement of mole fraction
profiles. In spite of unavailable photoionization cross sections for most of the radicals in this
study, the quantification of the radical profiles via estimated similar cross sections for similar
radicals was sufficient to identify the underlying trends in our experiments. Precise
photoionization cross sections are needed to reduce the uncertainty in the interpretation of the
branching ratios of the H-abstraction and increase the value of presented data set for further
mechanism validation.
5. Conclusion
Reactive radical species formed by H-abstraction from several fuels were systematically
investigated in hydrocarbon-doped low-pressure hydrogen flames by imaging photoelectron
photoion coincidence spectroscopy at the Swiss Light Source in Villigen, Switzerland. Ethane,
n-butane, i-butane, 1-butene, i-butene, and tetramethylethylene were studied to get information
on hydrogen abstraction pathways. The recorded TPE spectra provide fingerprints of specific
radical isomers and enable the identification of the seven dominant fuel radicals present in the
flames doped with the isomeric butanes and butenes. The analysis shows that the direct Habstraction without rearrangement is the major reaction pathway for the formation of fuel radicals
in these hydrogen-rich flames.
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Relative H-abstraction ratios for n-butane, i-butane and 1-butene were recorded and give a clear
H-abstraction order: tertiary > primary; secondary > primary; allylic > non-resonance-stabilized
form. Vinylic radicals were not observed. The comparison of the experimental data to reaction
barriers from the literature shows that the mole fraction ratios of the radicals correspond to the
ratio of the inverse reaction barriers. Selected literature reaction rate coefficients show a varying
quality of agreement with the experimental radical mole fraction ratios. While the reaction rate
coefficients for the reaction of i-butane with OH radicals are matching well with the experimental
findings, the reaction rates for n-butane show a clear preference for the formation of 2-butyl,
which is not found in the experimental data. The ratio between 1-methylallyl and but-1-en-4-yl is
well reflected by the ratio of the reaction rate coefficients. In addition, the mole fraction peak
positions and peak shapes were analyzed and demonstrate that unbranched hydrocarbons form
the fuel radical via H-abstraction faster and at lower temperature than branched fuels. This
observation is in accordance with literature ignition delay time measurements. In comparison to
the fuel radicals from the C4 fuels, the ethyl signal peaks significantly later in the ethane-doped
flame. Furthermore, the peak mole fractions of subsequent decomposition products are shifted
towards larger distances from the burner. Consequently, simulations can only reproduce the peak
position of the decomposition products correctly if the model reproduces the peak position of the
fuel radicals correctly. The relative mole fraction profiles can provide a very stringent test for
reaction mechanisms. Finally, the addition of H atoms to the unsaturated fuels was investigated
and the profiles reveal that the H-addition proceeds faster than the H-abstraction.
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